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Abstract

An ordered macroporous host (mac-SiO2) has been used to prevent aggregation of layered

photocatalysts based on carbon nitride. Using typical carbon nitride synthesis conditions,

cyanamide was condensed at 550 oC in the presence and absence of mac-SiO2. Condensation in the

absence of mac-SiO2 results in materials with structural characteristics consistent with the carbon

nitride, melon, accompanied by ca. 2 wt% carbonization. For mac-SiO2 supported materials,

condensation occurs with greater carbonization (ca. 6 wt%). On addition of 3wt% Pt cocatalyst

photocatalytic hydrogen production under visible light is found to be up to 10 times greater for the

supported composites. Time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy shows that excited state

relaxation is more rapid for the mac-SiO2 supported materials suggesting faster electron-hole

recombination and that supported carbon nitride does not exhibit improved charge separation. CO2

temperature programmed desorption indicates that enhanced photoactivity of supported carbon

nitride is attributable to an increased surface area compared to bulk carbon nitride and an increase in

the concentration of weakly basic catalytic sites, consistent with carbon nitride oligomers.

1. Introduction

The specific activity (per unit mass) of a heterogeneous catalyst can be increased by

controlling morphology, typically by increasing the geometric surface area. For

heterogeneous photocatalysts there are the additional considerations of photon absorption

and subsequent electron/hole migration that precede surface reactions.[1] In the absence of

significant surface reconstruction, increasing the specific surface area of a photocatalyst

typically enhances the number of catalytically active sites, while suppressing bulk electron-

hole recombination. High surface areas can also be stabilized by dispersing active phases
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onto thermally/mechanically robust supports in order to retard aggregation.[2-5] Such

supports may possess non-planar morphologies, featuring meso- or macroporosity which

further increases the specific activity of resulting composites. With respect to light

absorption, morphology can also modify absorption by e.g. increasing the path length via

scattering or photonic effects.[6-9]

Materials able to mediate photochemical reactions are likely to make significant

contributions to future energy needs and associated chemical technologies.[1, 10] The vast

majority of photocatalysts are based on semiconductor inorganic oxides, principally because

they exhibit significant photostability, and their structural diversity allows photon absorption

and catalysis to be modified by cation and anion substitution. However, carbon based

materials have more recently come to prominence as organic-inorganic hybrids,

incorporating e.g. carbon nanotubes, graphene and quantum dots.[11-17] In addition, metal-

free graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) has been reported as a photocatalyst for the sacrificial

production of dihydrogen from water, although typically metal co-catalysts are also

required.[18, 19]

The idealized structure of g-C3N4 is not realized when using the most common synthetic

procedures involving hydrogen-containing precursors.[18, 20-26] Synthesis is typically

achieved via thermal decomposition of molecular precursors such as cyanamide,

dicyanamide, melamine or urea. For example cyanamide (1) (Fig. 1) is heated to eliminate

ammonia to generate the heptazine melem (2) with the characteristic tris-s-triazine moiety.

This can be further condensed to melon, which may have several isomeric forms[27-29]

such as (3) and, conceptually at least, ultimately to the idealized composition g-C3N4, which

contains infinite 2-D sheets. The local and long-range structure can lead to similar analytical

data from common methods of characterization, and hence establishing the true composition

and structure necessitates application of a broad range of techniques.[18, 20-22, 30]

Nevertheless, g-C3N4 and carbon nitride (CN) are used as descriptors for a range of

compositions, which differ in their extent of condensation, CHN composition, and possibly

oxygen content.[24] Indeed it has been shown that using hydrogen containing precursors

such as cyanamide, the resulting ‘carbon nitride’ product synthesized above 500 oC is

predominantly melon (3), which also has several potential structures,[22, 28, 31] and that

continued heating leads to carbonization in addition to further polymerisation.[20] This is

reflected in the colour of the resultant carbon nitride, which ranges from light yellow to

brown. Moreover, a C:N ratio is often the principal evidence of composition, while the H

content is ignored despite CHN contents from combustion analysis falling below 95 %.

Many materials described as g-C3N4 in the literature are in likelihood mainly melon[32]
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and/or also contain oxygen defects[33] and are partially carbonized, which is often observed

in XPS but simply assigned to spectral impurities.[20, 34]

Fig. 1. Elimination of ammonia from cyanamide (1) leading to condensed structures melem (2) and
melon (3).

With respect to morphology, the specific photocatalytic activity of carbon nitrides has

been improved by increasing the surface area via the introduction of mesopores, [22, 35-41]

nanosheet exfoliation,[42-44] and synthesis of morphologies containing a range of nano- to

macroscopic structural features.[39, 45-53] The specific activity of these morphologies is

typically increased by 3–10 fold compared to the bulk carbon nitride under visible light (≥ 

400 nm) illumination. Of direct relevance to this work, carbon nitrides have also been

integrated with oxides such as silica and titania to form photocatalytic composites for dye

degradation, or to support catalytic nanoparticles.[54-60]

Herein we describe the use of ordered macroporous silica (mac-SiO2) as a support for

carbon nitride oligomeric nanosheets comprising primarily melon-like composition and

structure. Aggregation into bulk morphologies is hindered by the macroporous support,

stabilizing high surface area forms. Furthermore, photoluminescence, XPS and CO2

temperature programmed desorption show that the mac-SiO2 support modifies condensation

of the cyanamide precursor, favouring less condensed structures and greater carbonization at

lower CN concentrations. Photocatalytic hydrogen production over the platinized

CN@mac-SiO2 nanocomposites was 10 times greater than the unsupported carbon nitride.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and characterisation methods

Cyanamide (99 %), tetraethyl orthosilicate (99 %), and chloroplatinic acid hexahydrate (37 % Pt)

were supplied by Sigma Aldrich and used as received. Polystyrene templates were prepared by a

literature method.[61, 62] PXRD of bulk carbon nitride and CN@mac-SiO2 composites were

analysed using a Bruker-AXS D8 Avance instrument fitted with a Lynx eye detector. Patterns were
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recorded using Cu Kg radiation (そ = 1.5406 Å) , scanning in the range 10 – 70 ° 2し, with a 0.02 ° 

step size and with each data point collected for 0.1 s. FT-IR spectra were measured on a Thermo

Nicolet Avatar 370 FT-IR with a desiccant air dryer to remove CO2. KBr was used to disperse the

sample and the mixture was pressed into a 13 mm disk using an hydraulic press. UV-visible diffuse

reflectance and absorbance spectra were obtained using an Ocean Optics Inc. HR2000+ High

Resolution Spectrometer, with DH-2000-BAL Deuterium/Helium light source (200 – 1100 nm) and

R400-7-UV-Vis reflection probe. Spectra were averaged over 10 scans with a boxcar width of 30.

SEM images were acquired on an FEI Sirion scanning electron microscope operated at 5 kV.

Powdered samples were supported on an adhesive carbon tab mounted on an aluminium stub.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analyses including EELS and EDX were obtained using a

JEOL JEM-2010 TEM, a FEI CM200 field emission TEM with Gatan EELS imaging filter and a

FEI Tecnai FT20 field emission TEM all operating at 200 kV. Samples were dispersed in methanol,

ground in a mortar and pestle and sonicated for 5 min before drop casting onto holey carbon film

supported on a copper grid and dried in air. Nitrogen adsorption/desorption porosimetry was used to

calculate the Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET) surface area of the samples. Samples were dried under

nitrogen at 150 °C for 6 h prior to measurement at 77.4 K using a Micromeritics Tristar 3000

instrument. Surface area measurements were calculated from data points in the 0.05 to 0.3 P/P0

region.[63] CN surface areas were determined by selective CO2 chemisorption on a Quantachrome

ChemBET 3000 surface area analyser relative to a MgCO3 reference; samples were degassed under

120 mL/min flowing He at 120 °C for 1 h prior to CO2 saturation at 40 °C and subsequent

desorption under a temperature ramp of 8 °C min−1. CHN analysis of solid samples was obtained by

combustion at 1500 °C in He gas using an Exeter Analytical CE-440 analyser. Solid state NMR

data were acquired using a Bruker Avance III HD 400 spectrometer equipped with a 9.4 T wide-

bore magnet and a 4 mm MAS probe. Spectra were referenced externally to tetramethylsilane. XPS

spectra were acquired using a Kratos Axis HSi XP spectrometer equipped with a charge neutralizer

and a monochromated aluminium K source (1486.7 eV). Spectra were recorded at normal emission

using a pass energy of 40 under a vacuum of 10-10 Torr. Curve fitting was performed using

CasaXPS software version 2.3.16 and energy calibrated to the carbon 1s peak at 284.6 eV,

employing Gaussian-Lorentz peak shapes and a Shirley background. Steady state

photoluminescence maps were acquired using a F-4500 FL Spectrophotometer (Hitachi) in 3D-scan

mode with excitation and emission between 200 and 700 nm and excitation and emission slit widths

of 2.5 and 5 nm, respectively. Time-resolved photoluminescence data were recorded using a

PLS980 (Edinburgh Photonics) by time-correlated photon counting. Excitation was achieved using

a pulsed LED (380 nm) and emission was monitored at 480 nm. Data were fit using reconvolution

to a three term exponential in PL980 software.
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2.2. Synthesis

2.2.1. Synthesis of mac-SiO2.

Tetraethylorthosilicate (3 mL, 13.4 mmol), ethanol (2 mL), water (1.5 mL) and 1 M HCl

(0.5 mL) were mixed and stirred for 15 min. The solution was transferred via pipette onto a

powdered polystyrene template (1 g) supported by a filter frit and soaked for 30 min.

Excess solution was removed under reduced pressure and the impregnated template was

dried at room temperature for 24 h prior to calcination at 550 °C (1 °C / min) for 10 h, to

yield mac-SiO2 (150 mg) as a pale blue powder due to the photonic structure.

2.2.2. Synthesis of bulk carbon nitride/melon (4).[26]

Cyanamide (150 mg, 3.5 mmol) was placed in a 10 mL glass vial and heated under a flow of

nitrogen to 550 oC at a rate of 2.5 oC min-1 and held for 4 h. The resulting solid was cooled

to room temperature to give a yellow-orange solid (79 mg, yield by mass 53 %). The solid

was ground into a fine powder using a pestle and mortar.

2.2.3. Synthesis of CN@mac-SiO2 (5 – 7).

Cyanamide (40, 70 and 120 mg) was dissolved in ethanol (2 mL) and the solution added to a

10 mL glass vial containing mac-SiO2 (120 mg). The solvent was evaporated at 60 oC and

then the solid mixture heated under a flow of nitrogen to 550 oC at a rate of 2.5 oC min-1 and

held for 4 h. The solid was cooled to room temperature to give CN@mac-SiO2 (5 – 7).

Colours ranged from pale yellow (5) to yellow (7) for increasing masses of cyanamide.

2.2.4. Platinum addition to 4 – 7.

The materials 4 – 7 were decorated with 3 wt % Pt based on the CxNy content of the composites

determined by elemental analysis. Pt from a stock solution (10 mM) of chloroplatinic acid

hexahydrate (4 (1154 L), 5 (76 L), 6 (148L), 7 (325 L)) was made up to 2 mL with deionized

water and added to 4 – 7 (75 mg) to give a mixture. The volatiles were removed by heating at 90 oC

in air and the subsequent solid heated to 200 oC at a ramp rate of 1 oC min-1 under a flow (60 mL

min-1) of hydrogen and held at 200 oC for 1 h to give dull yellow powders (Pt-4 – 7). Pt (325 L of

a 10 mM stock solution) was also added to mac-SiO2 (75 mg) using an analogous method with the

same Pt loading as used for 7 to give a grey powder.

2.3. Photocatalysis
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The apparatus used for photoreactions has been described previously.[64] Typically 70 mg

of photocatalyst was used except where stated otherwise (Table 2). Reactions were

performed in a solution of water and triethanolamine in 9:1 vol % (50 mL) and the apparatus

maintained at a temperature of 40 oC. Illumination was performed using a 300 W Xe lamp

fitted with a 15 cm IR filter and a wideband AlMgF2 coated mirror followed by a 40 nm

long band pass filter. Gas analysis was performed using a Shimadzu Corporation GC-2014.

Gases were separated on a 25 cm long column packed with 5 Å molecular sieves and

detection was performed using a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The gas samples

were analysed using the following conditions; 20 mL/min flow rate of Ar gas, 90 °C column

temperature and 120 oC detector temperature. Under these conditions the retention time of

H2 is 1.5 min.

3. Results

3.1. Synthesis

Ordered macroporous silica (mac-SiO2) was prepared using an established polystyrene

sphere templating methodology.[62] Polystyrene spheres of 500 nm diameter were ordered

into an fcc array under centrifugation. The interstitial volume of the polystyrene template

was impregnated with Si(OEt)4 which was hydrolyzed and subsequently calcined in air at

550 oC to burn off the template and give mac-SiO2.[61]

For control experiments carbon nitride (4) was prepared using an established procedure

from cyanamide (1).[20, 26] Cyanamide was selected because other common potential

precursors such as dicyanamide and melamine are much less soluble in common solvents

which prevents easy incorporation into mac-SiO2 (vide infra). The exact composition and

structure of ‘carbon nitride’ has been discussed since Leibig’s initial report in 1834[65] and

recent evidence suggests that the pyrolysis of hydrogen containing molecular precursors at

typical temperatures between 450 and 650 oC leads to melon (3) being the predominant

component.[20, 24]

Using an analogous procedure, pyrolysis of cyanamide was also undertaken after being

mixed with mac-SiO2. Cyanamide was dissolved in ethanol and added to mac-SiO2 powder

before evaporating the ethanol at 60 oC followed by pyrolysis at 550 oC. It should be noted

that cyanamide has a boiling point of 260 oC with decomposition which results in mass loss

in excess of that expected from only the elimination of ammonia, and has been observed for

porous carbon nitrides prepared using cyanamide and SiO2 templates.[66, 67] Three

different masses of cyanamide (40, 70 and 120 mg) were added to mac-SiO2 (120 mg) to
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give CN@mac-SiO2 (5 – 7) as pale yellow to yellow powders. Preliminary experiments

showed that lower masses did not give detectable nitrogen content by elemental analysis for

the resulting composite, presumably due to complete evaporation, and greater masses of

cyanamide led to significantly reduced surface area (vide infra). For photocatalytic

experiments, a cocatalyst of 3 wt% Pt, based on the CN content, was added to 5 – 7, and as a

control Pt was also added to mac-SiO2.

2.2. Characterisation

Products were characterized using a combination of combustion elemental analysis, Powder

X-ray diffraction (PXRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Analytical Transmission

Electron Microscopy (TEM), nitrogen adsorption porosimetry (BET), temperature

programmed desorption of CO2, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Infra-Red (IR),

Diffuse Reflectance UV-Vis (DRUVS), 13C CP-MAS solid state NMR, and steady state and

time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopies.

SEM of mac-SiO2 showed an ordered morphology with the inverse opal structure derived

from the fcc template (Fig. 2a). Polystyrene spheres of 500 nm diameter gave a macroporous

structure with 420 nm diameter pores due to densification of the walls on calcination. The

preparation of mac-SiO2 has been described previously and the characterization data is

consistent with earlier reports.[61, 62] PXRD showed that the walls were amorphous with a

very broad peak centred at 22o, while elemental analysis only detected trace carbon (Table

1) indicating full removal of the polystyrene spheres. The surface area of mac-SiO2 was 69 ±

1 m2 g-1 via nitrogen porosimetry. It should be noted that the macropore dimensions do not

give rise to adsorption-desorption hysteresis or mass-transport limitations in solution

processes and there is no evidence of micro-mesoporosity.[68]

Fig. 2. a) SEM of mac-SiO2; b) SEM of CN@mac-SiO2 (5).

Elemental analysis (Table S1) suggests that melon (3) is the predominant constituent of 4.

The stoichiometry of melon is C2H1N3 equating to a C:N ratio of 0.660 versus 0.750 for
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fully condensed g-C3N4. The stoichiometry of 4 produced here (normalized to C2) is

C2H1.13N2.97 and the C/N ratio is 0.673 (Table 1). For composites 5 – 7 an increasing CHN

content with cyanamide precursor addition is observed (Table 1). It should be noted that an

unknown proportion of the hydrogen is associated with surface hydroxyl groups in the mac-

SiO2 framework. Elemental analysis initially suggests greater polymerization occurs in 5 - 7

than the bulk material, however the C/N ratios remain below those for g-C3N4.

Table 1. Elemental analysis, CHN stoichiometry normalized to C2HxNy, and surface areas of mac-
SiO2 and bulk CN (4) and CN@mac-SiO2 (5 – 7)

sample CHN wt% C2HxNy C:N Total surface

area
a
(m

2
.g

-1
))

CN surface

area
b
(m

2
.g

-1
)

mac-SiO2 0.13 C0H0.13N0 - 69

4 98.0 C2H1.13N2.97 0.673 3

5 6.6 C2H2.00N2.82 0.710 56 30

6 12.8 C2H2.31N2.87 0.700 54 38

7 28.2 C2H1.49N2.85 0.702 50 35
a From N2 adsorption.

b From CO2 chemisorption.

PXRD of 4 exhibits three major broad peaks at 13.1, 17.5 and 27.0 o (Fig. S2a) commonly

observed for carbon nitrides. The latter corresponds to an interplanar spacing of 0.329 nm,

compared to 0.326 nm reported for the 2-D structure of carbon nitrides,[18, 20, 22] and the

powder pattern is consistent with a structural model of melon recently proposed.[29] This

structure comprises buckled chains of tris-s-triazine moieties idealized as 3 (Fig. 1). For 5 -

7, PXRD showed no peaks attributable to CN resolvable from the amorphous mac-SiO 2

(Fig. S2b), however for 7 a shoulder becomes evident at 27o 2 consistent with 4. Selected

area electron diffraction in the TEM suggested a turbostratic layered structure for 4 and 7

consistent with the X-ray data (Fig. S3a).

IR spectroscopy of 4 shows characteristic peaks at 1100 – 1600 cm-1 attributable to C-N

stretching modes and at 810 cm-1 characteristic of the s-triazine breathing mode showing

that polymerization has occurred (Fig. S4). [18, 20, 22] Composites 5 - 7 show a

superposition of features attributable to mac-SiO2 and 4, with the latter bands between 1100

– 1600 cm-1 increasing in intensity with cyanamide loading (Fig. S4).
13C CP-MAS solid state NMR (Fig. 3) provides more direct evidence to suggest that

melon (3) is the predominant constituent. Direct excitation does not show significant

intensity, however cross-polarization experiments show two peaks at 157 and 164 ppm,

which have previously been attributed to CN3 and CN2(NHx) moieties, again consistent with

the melon structure.[20, 55, 69] 13C CP-MAS NMR spectra of 5 - 7 (Fig. 3) show two
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signals at 157 and 164 ppm, essentially identical to 4, indicating a very similar local

structure for all materials.

SEM of 4 shows particles with sheet-like morphology and surface pores (Fig. S5a) but the

surface area of only 3 m2.g-1 determined from N2 adsorption porosimetry (Table 1) suggests

a condensed structure. SEM of 5 – 7 (Fig. 2b and S5b) confirms retention of the

macroporous structure following cyanamide pyrolysis, however small patches of a new

phase are now evident and would logically appear associated with cyanamide

degradation/polymerization. The underlying parent macropore architecture remains visible

for all cyanamide loadings, indicating that coverage is throughout the macropores and is not

confined to the outer surface.

Fig. 3.
13C CP-MAS NMR of bulk CN (4) and CN@mac-SiO2 (5 – 7).

DRUVS and absorption spectroscopy also show features typical of carbon nitride with a

band edge at 470 nm, which from a Tauc plot yield an indirect band gap of 2.70 eV (Fig S6a

and b). This is consistent with that of 2.6 eV typically reported for carbon nitrides and g-

C3N4.[18, 20, 22] The ordered periodic structure of the mac-SiO2 support allows additional

insight into the homogeneity of the composites from examination of the photonic optical

properties. DRUVS shows characteristic stop band consistent with a photonic macroporous

structure (Fig. 4). The optical Bragg reflections at 380 and 610 nm arise from the structural

order of the macropores and the resulting periodic modulation in the refractive index

between the walls and the voids.[70-72] Addition of species within the macropores

possessing a different refractive index will therefore modify the stop band position, with the

distribution of in-pore species influencing both stop band intensity and width. If the

additional species is not homogeneously distributed and commensurate with the macropore

periodicity, then a reduction in stop band intensity and increased bandwidth are
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observed.[61, 70, 73] DRUV spectra for 5 – 7 (Fig. 4) shows that CN addition does not

significantly change the stop band positions at 380 and 610 nm, however their intensity is

significantly reduced for 6 and 7, indicating that CN species are formed inside the

macropores during cyanamide pyrolysis and do not conformally coat the surface of mac-

SiO2.

Fig. 4. DRUVS of mac-SiO2 and bulk CN (4) and CN@mac-SiO2 (5 � 7).

The measured N2 adsorption surface areas of 5 – 7 are less than the parent mac-SiO2

ranging from 56 (5) to 50 m2 g-1 (7) (Table 1). Previous studies of macroporous materials

comprised of microcrystalline walls and of a similar periodicity possessed surface areas of

20 – 30 m2.g-1.[61] Higher areas of 60 - 90 m2 g-1 for mac-SiO2 thus imply N2 accessible

surface area within the amorphous walls.[61] In the present work, it is clear that CN in-pore

incorporation does not block macropore accessibility to nitrogen although it is not possible

to quantify the relative contributions to the total surface area of mac-SiO2 and CN from N2

adsorption. CO2 chemisorption was used to selectively titrate the basic CN component of 5 -

7 and estimate the relative CN surface area (Fig. S7, Table 1). An almost linear increase in

area with CN content gives similar surface area per gram of CN, indicating that essentially

all of the framework-incorporated nitride remains accessible. CO2 desorption temperatures

and hence solid basicity increased from composites 5  7, indicating differing surface

speciation which have previously been assigned to pyridyl- and amine-like terminated CN

surfaces (Fig. 1, 3).[18, 74]

TEM (Fig. 5a) and scanning TEM–energy dispersive X-ray analysis (STEM-EDX)

mapping (Fig. 5b-f) of 5 shows that the CN is distributed throughout the macroporous

structure. Coverage is not completely homogeneous and the CN sheets are partially

separated from the walls of the macroporous host as indicated in the DRUVS data.

XPS measurements (Fig. 6) of 4 gave signals typical of carbon nitrides. The C 1s spectra

comprised components with binding energies of 284.6 eV, 286.0 eV and 288.1 eV,
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consistent with literature assignments for carbon nitride[75] or carbonaceous (graphitic)

impurity,[22, 33, 45, 76, 77] CzN moieties,[76] and CNC coordination in the triazine 

ring[22, 33, 45, 76, 77] respectively. Corresponding N 1s spectra exhibited components at

398.5 eV, 400 eV and 401.1 eV, assigned to CNC (398.7 eV), N3C (400.1 eV) and CNH

(401.4 eV) groups.[22, 33, 45, 76, 77] The CN@mac-SiO2 composites (5 - 7) all exhibited

the same three C 1s and N 1s spectral features of the bulk carbon nitride, but also possessed

additional features at 287.0 eV and 397.4 eV indicative of an aliphatic nitrile chemical

environment. The proportion of this nitrile species reaches 12 atom% of the total surface

carbon species for 7, suggesting that the macroporous framework inhibits complete

pyrolysis of high precursor concentrations. However, there is a clear evolution of the overall

spectral envelope and fitted components of the CN@mac-SiO2 composites in Fig. 6 towards

that of 4 with increasing cyanamide loading.

Fig. 5. TEM, STEM image and EDX maps of CN@mac-SiO2 (5). a) TEM image; b) STEM image;
c) silicon; d) oxygen; e) carbon; f) nitrogen element maps.
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Fig. 6. Background-subtracted, fitted C 1s and N 1s XP spectra of bulk CN (4) and CN@mac-SiO2

(5 – 7).

Surface compositional analysis (Table S2) yields a C:N atomic ratio of 0.9 and

comparable to that measured by Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) of 1.0 (Fig.

S8). Both carbon and nitrogen EELS K-edges (~285 eV and 400 eV respectively) exhibited

leading * features evidencing sp2-hybridized bonding (Fig. S7) in agreement with previous

studies.[22] However, XPS of 5 - 7 revealed significant deviation from the bulk C:N

stoichiometry, decreasing from 2.21.1 with increasing cyanamide loading, in contrast to

the EELS values which showed only slight variation between materials (0.1) and little

evidence for oxidation. This discrepancy suggests that a small fraction of cyanamide

pyrolysis products may undergo partial oxidation through reaction with silanols and

concomitant surface segregation (vide infra).

3.3. Photocatalysis

Photocatalytic hydrogen production was conducted under typical conditions reported for

‘carbon nitride’ materials, using a 300 W Xe lamp and 420 nm filter in a 10 v/v% aqueous

solution of triethanolamine, which acts as a sacrificial reductant. We found that compounds

4 – 7 did not mediate hydrogen production under irradiation (Fig. S9a) and that addition of a

Pt co-catalyst was required for hydrogen production. To mac-SiO2 and 4 – 7 was added 3

wt% Pt, based on the CN wt% (Pt-4 – 7), which has been found to optimize hydrogen
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production for CN materials and is the most common loading investigated.[26] TEM

analysis (Fig. S3b and S3c) showed Pt nanoparticles between 2 - 5 nm in diameter dispersed

throughout the composite, however it was not possible to identify whether Pt nanoparticles

were preferentially supported on mac-SiO2 or CN.The composite was also examined after

photocatalysis, confirming that Pt nanoparticles were retained with no evidence for sintering

(Fig. S3d and S3e).

Pt-4 – 7 mediate photoactivated hydrogen production (Fig. 7 and Table 2). For Pt-5, a

photoreaction was run collecting a total of >400 mol of hydrogen, which is significantly

greater than the amount of hydrogen present within 5 or that could arise from water derived

photooxidation of the CN content (~30 mol) confirming that its production must be

catalytic. Control experiments showed no hydrogen production either in the absence of light,

or when illuminating Pt@mac-SiO2 for 6 h, indicating that hydrogen production is

photoactivated and that both CN and Pt are required for photoactivity. For Pt-4, we found

that hydrogen production steadily slowed by 10 – 20 % over tens of hours (Fig. S9b), which

is consistent with related literature reports. A similar deactivation was observed for Pt-5 – 7

(Fig. S9c), which may also potentially be prone to CN delamination and subsequent

aggregation.

The photoactivity of Pt-5 – 7 (Fig. 7 and Table 2) shows that dispersing CN onto mac-

SiO2 increased the CN specific activity for hydrogen production. It should be noted that the

total surface area of the composites 5 - 7 comprises contributions from both CN and mac-

SiO2, which cannot be readily deconvoluted using N2 adsorption. Therefore hydrogen

production is normalized against mass as a specific (per g) activity, which is most

commonly used when surface area cannot be determined.[78, 79]

Fig. 7. Photoactivated hydrogen production over 70 mg Pt-5 – 7 and control experiments using
equivalent masses of Pt-4.
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Table 2. Photocatalytic hydrogen production from Pt@mac-SiO2 and Pt-4 – 7.

Samplea H2

(mol h-1 g-1 CN)

Pt@mac-SiO2 (70 mg) 0
Pt-4 (40 mg) 200
Pt-5 (70 mg (4.6 mg CN)) 2250
Pt-4 (4.6 mg) 180
Pt-6 (70 mg (8.7 mg CN)) 960
Pt-4 (8.7 mg) 190
Pt-7 (70 mg (19.7 mg CN)) 510
Pt-4 (19.7 mg) 180

a Conditions: 300 W Xe lamp, 420 nm filter, 50 mL 10 v% triethanolamine in water. The catalyst
mass is given in brackets and for Pt-5 - 7 also the mass of CN in the composite which was
calculated from elemental analysis (Table S1).

The loading dependence of Pt-4 was also explored, enabling a direct comparison between

bulk melon and the dispersed CN present within Pt-5 – 7. The rate of hydrogen production

of 4 was essentially independent of catalyst loading over the range explored in this study, at

ca. 180 mol.h-1.g-1. This is in reasonable agreement with values of 100-200 mol.h-1.g-1

reported for other control samples of carbon nitrides measured under the same illumination

conditions, reaction solution, and Pt loading.[26, 36, 42, 80] In contrast, the specific activity

of Pt-5 was 2250 mol.h-1.g-1 during the first 6 h of reaction, an 11-fold rate enhancement

relative to an equivalent mass of Pt-4 present in Pt-5. Composites Pt-6 and Pt-7 also

exhibited 5- and 3-fold rate-enhancement respectively relative to equivalent masses of Pt-4;

the progressive decrease in performance mirroring the evolution of structural properties

towards the bulk material.

4. Discussion

Bulk elemental analysis and spectroscopic data strongly suggest that 4 is derived from the

melon motif (3) (Fig. 1). However, surface analysis by XPS and TEM/EDX indicates that

some surface carbonization occurred during pyrolysis. The composites 5 – 7 exhibit very

similar IR and NMR data to 4, although elemental analysis of 5 – 7 is consistent with either

increased condensation towards g-C3N4, or increased carbonization over the oxide support;

XPS and TEM/EDX suggest that CN@mac-SiO2 contains more carbonaceous material than

4, with low cyanamide concentrations consistent with a graphitic-like material, as reported

for various type of graphitic, graphene, graphene oxide or simply amorphous carbons.[81-

85] Nevertheless, the predominant carbon-containing phase of 5 – 7 is CN, and based on

elemental analysis (Table 1) the approximate bulk carbonaceous content is 6 wt% compared

to less than 2 % for 4. As all compounds and composites were prepared under identical
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conditions, the implication is that the oxide support mediates partial decomposition of

cyanamide, or its condensation products, to carbonaceous material.

TEM shows that the distribution of CN species in 5 – 7 is inhomogeneous, supported by

DRUVS which indicates modification of the periodic photonic structure of mac-SiO2,

notably by higher CN concentrations, implicating their incorporation in-pore and consistent

with the small loss in surface area compared to mac-SiO2. Collectively our results show that

CN sheets/carbonaceous material penetrate the macropore structure, which hinders their

aggregation and the formation of a bulk melon phase, and also partially coats the external

mac-SiO2 surface.

With respect to the photocatalytic reactivity, the rate of hydrogen production of Pt-4 is ca.

200 mol h-1 g-1, which is typical of other carbon nitride/melon materials prepared from

hydrocarbon precursors at 500 - 600 oC with 3% Pt loading.[26, 36, 42, 80] Composites Pt-5

- 7 show an inverse relationship between CN content and specific activity, which is

potentially a consequence of the higher specific surface area of CN species, formation of

more catalytically active sites, and/or suppression of excited state recombination. These

possibilities are now discussed below.

With respect to specific surface area, higher rates of hydrogen production have been

reported for other platinized carbon nitride morphologies compared to equivalent bulk CN

materials. These include mesoporous,[35-37, 39-41, 45, 48, 86] nanocluster,[49, 52] and

nanosheet[42-44] structures with surface areas spanning 60 - 400 m2 g-1, although there is

no linear correlation between surface area and photocatalytic hydrogen production.[41] For

example, mesoporous carbon nitrides exhibit maximum activity around 70 m2 g-1, with

further increases in surface area reducing hydrogen production;[36] the activity of such

mesoporous morphologies is approximately 8 times that of bulk carbon nitride, despite a 30-

fold increase in surface area. Other morphologies also exhibit enhanced hydrogen

production: 9-fold for nanoclusters,[49] exfoliated nanosheets[42] and macro- to nano-

hierarchical structures;[50] and 3-fold for nanorods[46]. Composites 5 - 7 have lower areas

than some mesoporous and nanostructured carbon nitrides, however the CN component

could conceivably account for a large fraction of the surface area measured by N2 adsorption

if the porous walls of the mac-SiO2 support were heavily decorated with CN. However, CO2

chemisorption (Table 1) shows that the specific surface area of the CN component is very

similar for 5 – 7 indicating that the differences in photoactivity between composites cannot

be ascribed to surface area. Furthermore, the high specific activity of Pt-5 – 7 is strongly

suggestive of photoactivity throughout the macroporous structure, and not confined to the

outer, low external area surfaces of the particles.
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The composition and defect structure of carbon nitride are also known to influence

photocatalytic activity, as illustrated by comparison of highly crystalline melem (2) and

melon (prepared under an autogenous pressure of ammonia) which show very low

activity.[25] In contrast, low molecular weight melem oligomers prepared under an inert

atmosphere are up to six times more active than melon analogues.[25] Related high

temperature routes between 520 – 640 oC gave materials with superior photoactivity,

attributed to the distribution of imino/amino defects[87] and range of oligomerization. Post-

synthetic modification can also alter defect concentration. For example, melon delamination

under hydrogen at 550 oC introduces defects that increase photoactivity.[88] The implication

from these literature reports is that terminal groups promote (photocatalytic) hydrogen

production. For our composites 5 – 7, the CN concentration renders characterization

challenging. 13CCP-MAS NMR shows little difference in the local structures of CN within 4

- 7 which all contain terminal imino/amino groups. IR data also do not show clear

distinguishing features. However, the surface sensitive XPS data (Fig. 5) reveals the

presence of significant carbonaceous and terminal cyanide species for 5 - 7, notably for the

lower CN concentrations 5 and 6, where interactions with the silica support are greatest,

suggesting that CN surfaces in 5 – 7 possess higher defect concentrations than 4. CO2

temperature programmed desorption of 5 – 7 (Fig. S7) does show clear differences in

desorption temperatures indicating a progression of increasingly basic sites from 5 to 7,

suggesting that less basic sites promote greater photocatalytic activity. Although it has been

proposed that less basic sites are due to pyridyl-like and more basic sites to amino-like

groups, respectively[18] clear-cut assignment is uncertain.

With respect to excited state recombination, defects and carbonaceous material may alter

both recombination mechanism(s) and rate. Several examples of CN composites with

carbonaceous materials are reported to exhibit enhanced photoactivity relative to ‘pure’

carbon nitride. These include graphene, graphene oxide, polyanilines, carbon nanotubes,

and carbon quantum dots, spanning amorphous to crystalline microstructures.[17, 60, 89-92]

Rate enhancement is commonly attributed to decreased recombination due to interfacial

heterojunction formation. However, excited state lifetimes for carbon nitrides are generally

short, with charge carrier largely confined to a tris-s-triazine ring restricting their diffusion

lengths.[88, 93-99] [98] Indeed, increased photoactivity has been observed for modified

carbon nitrides with faster relaxation rates than unmodified carbon nitride, wherein superior

photoactivity was attributed to improved catalysis.[88] In light of these previous

observations, steady state and time-resolved photoluminescence were acquired for 4 - 7 to

probe emission and excited state recombination rates. Steady state emission maps of 4 – 7
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are shown in Fig. S10a. Emission data for 4 and 7 are very similar to that reported for melon

and related carbon nitrides prepared above 550 oC, which show excitation and emission

maxima centred at 400 and 480 nm, respectively.[88, 93-99] [98] In contrast, composites 5

and 6 give blue-shifted emission and excitation (350 and 460 nm for 5), with the spectra for

6 particularly broad. Results for 5 and 6 are consistent with CN materials produced at lower

temperature, where condensation is less complete than for 4 and 7, indicative of more

oligomeric species.[98] Time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy supports this

hypothesis (Fig. 8). Materials 4–7 exhibit exponential decay, as observed for other carbon

nitride materials and their derivatives.[93, 94, 96-98] Spectral fitting required multi-

exponential functions, consistent with multiple relaxation processes, with 4–7 giving

excellent fits for the most common tri-exponential function (Table 3). Literature values for

the average lifetimes of carbon nitride materials prepared from hydrocarbon precursors are

several ns. For 5 - 7 the average lifetimes were between 4.96 and 7.60 ns, versus 13.27 ns

for 4, implying that the excited state lifetime of mac-SiO2 supported CN is shortened due to

faster recombination rates. This is consistent with increased charge trapping at defect sites or

heterojunctions present as a result of the terminal CN/CNHx and carbonaceous species

observed in CN@mac-SiO2 materials.

Fig. 8. Time-resolved photoluminescence decay curves for bulk CN (4) and CN@mac-SiO2 (5 – 7).

Table 3. Time constants (), relative contribution (%), and average lifetime (ave) derived from
time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy of bulk CN (4) and CN@mac-SiO2 (5 – 7).

Sample 1 (ns):(%) 2 (ns):(%) 3 (ns):(%) ave (ns)

4 1.41±0.03(29) 7.13±0.12(43) 34.93±0.58(28) 13.27±0.22

5 0.68±0.01(40) 4.35±0.06(43) 24.49±0.46(16) 6.11±0.11

6 0.56±0.01(38) 3.99±0.06(45) 17.88±0.33(16) 4.96±0.08

7 0.87±0.02(37) 4.89±0.07(44) 27.43±0.01(18) 7.60±0.04
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Finally, the photonic structure of the mac-SiO2 host could increase light absorption via

slow photon effects at the stop band edges or scattering.[6-9] However, since there is only a

small refractive index difference between SiO2 (1.45), and the photocatalytic medium (water

(1.00) and triethanolamine (1.48)), the optical properties of the periodic macroporous

structure are unlikely to strongly modify light absorption and consequent hydrogen

production.

In summary, our results indicate that the structure of CN in 5 – 7 depends on the initial

concentration of cyanamide deposited onto mac-SiO2, which in turn regulates photocatalytic

activity. For 5 – 7, cyanamide condensation results in compounds based on the melon motif,

but is accompanied by greater carbonization than observed for 4. Spectroscopic data

suggests that less condensation, or reduced aggregation of melon units (e.g. via hydrogen

bonding) occurs for 5 and 6 in comparison to 4 and 7, in other words, the density of

defects/edge sites appears to decrease with cyanamide loading across the series 5 – 7.

Chemisorption data also shows that 5 – 7 exhibit different distributions of available basic

sites and that higher photocatalytic activity is associated with weaker basic sites. In this

respect, 5 and 7 are representative of carbon nitrides obtained via ‘low’ and ‘high’

temperature condensation respectively. Adsorption on mac-SiO2 therefore modifies

condensation and aggregation presumably by restricting the mobility of condensing CN

oligomers. The role, if any, of the carbonaceous component in controlling photocatalysis is

hard to deconvolute, but is clearly not responsible for increasing excited state lifetimes, as

previously noted for other carbon nitride/carbon composites,[17, 60, 89-92] and hence rate

enhancements are unlikely to originate through improved charge separation. A direct

catalytic role for the carbonaceous material cannot be discounted, however the limited

impact on charge separation suggests that this component is not directly responsible for the

increased photoactivity of composites versus bulk CN. Overall, the superior photocatalytic

performance of the composite photocatalysts likely reflects the formation of a higher density

of catalytically active sites due to incomplete condensation and aggregation of carbon

nitrides than improved charge transport properties.

5. Conclusions

Porous composites derived from the carbon nitride melon created in-situ within a mac-SiO 2

architecture are excellent photocatalysts for the sacrificial production of hydrogen under

visible light irradiation. The mac-SiO2 structure facilitates the dispersion of CN sheets,

which are primarily melon-like in structure, preventing their bulk aggregation and

concomitant loss of surface area, and affords a high density of catalytically active terminal
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CN/CNH sites. The support also promotes partial carbonization of cyanamide and its

derivatives, which is of relevance to many porous and nanostructured CN materials prepared

using silica templates. While such carbonaceous ‘impurities’ have been shown in the

literature to play an important role in enhancing photocatalytic activity, the underpinning

mechanism in our composites does not appear linked to improved rates of electron-hole

recombination and requires further elucidation through further spatially-resolved electron

and X-ray microscopic and time-resolved spectroscopic investigations.
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